The achromatic number of a graph G = (V, E) with | V |= n vertices is the largest number k with the following property: the vertices of G can be partitioned into k independent subsets {V i } 1≤i≤k such that for every distinct pair of subsets V i , V j in the partition, there is at least one edge in E that connects these subsets. We describe a greedy algorithm that computes the achromatic number of a bipartite graph within a factor of O(n 4/5 ) of the optimal. Prior to our work, the best-known approximation factor for this problem was n log log n/ log n [KK01].
showed that the problem remains NP-hard for bipartite graphs. Bodlaender [Bod89] established that the problem is NP-hard on graphs that are simultaneously co-graphs and interval graphs. Cairnie and Edwards [CE97] showed that the problem is NP-hard even on trees.
Since an exact solution to the problem appears to be intractable, there has been an interest in approximating the achromatic number. An approximation algorithm with ratio α ≥ 1 for the achromatic number problem is an algorithm that runs in polynomial time and finds, for an input graph G, a number p ≥ ψ(G)/α such that G admits an achromatic coloring with p colors.
Previous work
One might use the following greedy approach for finding an achromatic coloring with a large number of colors. For any such coloring, every set of monochromatic vertices in the graph (called a color class) is clearly an independent set; to maximize the number of colors, it seems natural to look for small color classes. Hence, iteratively remove from the graph maximal independent sets of small size. However, the problem of finding a minimum maximal independent set can also not be approximated within a ratio of n 1−ǫ for any ǫ > 0, unless P=NP [Hal93] .
However, using a semi-greedy approach to extracting small independent sets, Chaudhary and Vishwanathan [CV01] gave the first sublinear approximation algorithm for the achromatic number problem with an approximation ratio of O(n/ √ log n) for any graph with n vertices. They conjectured that the achromatic number can be approximated within a ratio of O( ψ(G)) for any graph G. In support of their conjecture, they gave an algorithm that returns a O( ψ(G)) = O(n 7/20 ) ratio approximation for graphs G with girth (i.e. length of the shortest simple cycle) at least 7. For graphs G with girth at least 6, Krysta and Loryś [KL99] described an algorithm with approximation ratio O( ψ(G)) = O(n 3/8 ); this ratio was improved slightly to O(n log log n/ log n) by Kortsarz and Krauthgamer [KK01] . This latter paper also showed that the Chaudhary-Vishwanathan conjecture holds for graphs of girth 5 and demonstrated an algorithm that approximates the achromatic number within a ratio of O(n 1/3 ).
To summarize the upper bounds on approximating the achromatic number for general or bipartite graphs, the best-known approximation ratio guarantees are just barely sub-linear in the number of vertices. We do know that graphs with large girth (at least 5) admit algorithms with relatively low approximation ratio for the achromatic number. This result hinges on the observation that ψ(G) ≤ m/n for graphs G with n vertices, m edges and girth at least 5 [KK01] . But, considering the complete bipartite graph, we encounter a graph with girth 4 and achromatic number equal to two, that satisfies 2 << m/n = Ω(n).
On the negative side, the first hardness of approximation result for general graphs was given by Kortsarz and Krauthgamer [KK01] . They showed that the problem admits no 2 − ǫ ratio approximation algorithm, unless P = N P . In the preliminary conference version of the present paper [KS03] , we stated (without a complete proof) the first non-constant lower bound for the problem. The result was that unless N P admits a randomized quasi-polynomial-time algorithm, it is impossible to approximate achromatic number on n-vertex bipartite graphs within an approximation ratio of (ln n) 1/4−ǫ . The methods used for proving the hardness result built upon the combination of one-round two-provers techniques and zero-knowledge techniques as suggested in Feige et.al. [UFS02] . In Halldórsson et.al. [MMHS05] , the lower bound is improved to √ log n with details to appear in the forthcoming journal version of the paper.
Our Contribution
For graphs with n vertices, all previous results for the achromatic number problem had been unable to obtain approximations better than a factor ofÕ(n) whereÕ(n) is the class of functions that are essentially O(n) ignoring logarithmic factors, i.e. functions of the form O(nlog k n) for some constant k. In this paper, we give a combinatorial greedy approximation algorithm for the problem on bipartite graphs that lowers theÕ(n) barrier on the approximation ratio. Specifically, the algorithm achieves a ratio of O(n 4/5 ) for approximating the achromatic number on every bipartite graph.
Preliminaries
Consider a graph G = (V, E). Following standard terminology, we use d G (u) and N G (u) to denote, respectively, the degree and the set of adjacent neighbors of any vertex u in the graph. Wherever possible, we will simplify notation by omitting G from subscripts when the graph G is clear from the context. For any subset U ⊆ V of the vertices, the subgraph of G induced by U is denoted as
has no induced edges, then U is said to be an independent set in G.
Given disjoint subsets of vertices U, W in the graph, we say that they are adjacent if there exist adjacent vertices u ∈ U and v ∈ W . The set U covers W if every vertex in W is adjacent to some vertex in U .
A proper k-coloring of the graph is a mapping that assigns to every vertex, a corresponding color in the range [1, k] such that adjacent vertices receive distinct colors. Thus, any proper k-coloring of a graph partitions its vertex set into k independent sets -one per color -called its color classes. An achromatic k-coloring is a proper coloring where every distinct pair of color classes are adjacent. The partition formed by the color classes is called an achromatic partition; henceforth, we will use the terms achromatic coloring and achromatic partition interchangeably.
The achromatic number problem is to determine for any given graph G, the largest number k such that G has an achromatic k-coloring. Note that, in contrast, the chromatic number problem is to determine for graph G, the smallest number k such that G has a proper k-coloring (which, by minimality of k, is also an achromatic coloring).
The chromatic and achromatic numbers of a graph G are denoted by χ(G) and ψ(G) respectively. Clearly, ψ(G) ≥ χ(G) and indeed, the problem of finding the achromatic number, being a maximization problem, is fundamentally different from that of finding the chromatic number, a minimization problem. For instance, when ψ(G) = O(1), a complete coloring with ψ(G) colors can be found in polynomial time by guessing
critical edges (see [MFM86] for a more efficient algorithm). In contrast, even when χ(G) = 3, it is NP-hard to find a 3-coloring of G. However, the general cases for both problems and the bipartite case for the achromatic number problem are known to be NP-hard as mentioned in the introduction.
Colorings Obtained From Matchings
We first establish a series of facts that will be used in the subsequent development and analysis of our algorithm that approximates the achromatic number in any given bipartite graph. The following sequence of lemmas is well known [Mát81, Edw97, CV01, KL99].
Lemma 1 Let U be a subset of vertices of graph G. Then an achromatic coloring of the subgraph, G[U ], can be extended greedily to an achromatic coloring of G.
Lemma 2 Consider v, an arbitrary vertex in G, and let G \ v denote the graph resulting from removing v and its incident edges from G. Then,
Note that if v is an isolated vertex in G, then its removal does not affect the achromatic number, i.e. ψ(G \ v) = ψ(G). Hence, Lemma 2 above can be stated more generally as follows. Let U be any ordered subset of vertices of G. Suppose that we remove vertices in U from the graph (in the order determined by U ) one by one. Let U c ⊆ U be the subset of vertices v such that v is not isolated in the subgraph of G that exists just prior to v's removal. Then, ψ(G \ U is bounded above by ψ(G) and below by ψ(G)− | U c |.
A subset of edges of the graph G is called a matching if no two distinct edges in the subset share a common endpoint. Let M = {(u 1 , v 1 ), . . . , (u k , v k )} be a matching with the sets of endpoints X = {u 1 , . . . , u k } and Y = {v 1 , . . . , v k }. Then:
• M is said to be independent if it is the subgraph G[X ∪ Y ]. matching.
• M is said to be semi-independent if X and Y are independent sets, and the edges in M , ordered as above, respect the following additional property: for all j > i ≥ 1, it holds that u i is not adjacent to v j .
Note that in a semi-independent matching, x i may well be adjacent to y j for 1 ≤ j < i. Hence, not every semi-independent matching is independent (although the converse is trivially true). A semi-independent matching can be used to obtain a complete coloring of the induced subgraph of its vertices as stated in the lemma below; a weaker version of this result, based on using an independent matching, is used in [CV01] .
Let M be a semi-independent matching of size t 2 in G, and let V (M ) be the set of vertices in M . Then, an achromatic t-coloring of the subgraph G[V (M )] can be computed efficiently.
We now focus exclusively on bipartite graphs for the remainder of the paper. For independent sets of vertices U and V , we denote by G(U, V, E) the bipartite graph G with bipartition (U, V ) and edge set E ⊆ U × V . For simplicity, we henceforth omit the original set of edges, E, from our notation since all our bipartite graphs are derived as induced subgraphs of the input graph G. For
to make explicit the subsets of the original bipartition that induce the subgraph.
For any vertex v ∈ V in the bipartite graph G(U, V, E), the induced subgraph consisting of v and its neighbors, N G (v) ⊆ U , is called the star centered at v in the graph. Now, suppose that U does not contain any isolated vertices. A simple iterative procedure that we will call the star removal algorithm can be used to compute an achromatic coloring of G as follows. In iteration i ≥ 1 of the algorithm, we choose an arbitrary surviving vertex v i ∈ V of non-zero degree in the current graph. The star centered at v i in the current graph is removed in the iteration along with all the other edges incident on the star's vertices. The resulting graph is used for the next iteration. Note that the surviving portion of U in this resulting graph after an iteration, contains isolated vertices if and only if there are no further edges left. When all the edges of G have been eliminated, we process the sequence of stars removed in successive iterations. If an arbitrary edge (u i , v i ) is chosen from the ith star, it is not difficult to see that the the resulting sequence of edges,
The number of deleted stars, k, equals the number of iterations before the residual graph is devoid of any edges. Letting ∆ G (V ) denote the largest degree of any vertex in bipartition V of G, it follows that k must be at least |U |/∆ G (V ). In conjunction with Lemmas 1 and 3, we get the following result.
Lemma 4 Let G(U, V ) be a bipartite graph with no isolated vertices in U . Then, the star removal algorithm produces an achromatic partition of size at least Ω( |U |/∆ G (V )).
The Reducing Congruence and the Reduced Graph
Hell and Miller [HM76] define a very natural equivalence relation on the vertex set of any graph G. The relation, also called the reducing congruence of G [Edw97, HM97] , is defined as follows: any pair of vertices of G are equivalent if and only if they have exactly the same set of neighbors in the graph.
We denote by S G (v), the equivalence class of vertex v under the reducing congruence for G (the subscript being dropped when G is clear from the context). Let q be the number of distinct equivalence classes under the reducing congruence for G. Assume that the vertices of G are indexed so that S(v 1 ), . . . , S(v q ) denote the distinct equivalence classes. Each member of the equivalence class S(v i ) is called a copy of v i . Note that, by definition, two equivalent vertices cannot be adjacent to each other in G, hence S(v i ) is an independent set in G. The reduced graph of G, denoted G * , is the graph induced by one copy from each of the equivalence classes. Equivalently, G * is just
] is a complete bipartite graph. The following two results can be shown.
. . , S(v q ) be the equivalence classes under the reducing congruence for graph G. Then, given any subset U ⊆ {v i : 1 ≤ i ≤ q}, we can extend an achromatic k-coloring of
Let G be a bipartite graph whose reducing congruence has q equivalence classes. Then, there is an efficient algorithm to compute a complete coloring of G with at least
Hence, the achromatic number of a bipartite graph can be approximated to within a ratio of O(max{q, ψ(G)}).
We introduce a useful definition next. The reduced degree d * G (v) of any vertex v in graph G is the degree of its copy in the reduced graph G * . In other words, given the reducing congruence for G, the reduced degree is the maximum number of pairwise non-equivalent neighbors of a vertex in the graph G.
Then there is a vertex z adjacent to w but not to v.
Proof. Assume the contrary, which implies that
N G (w) ⊆ N G (v). However, as d * G (w) ≥ d * G (v) it follows that N G (w) = N G (v) and hence that S G (w) = S G (v), a contradiction.
Intuitive description of the algorithm
Our goal is to show that for any bipartite graph G(U, V, E) with n vertices, we can find an achromatic partition of size at least ψ(G)/O(n 4/5 ). Let ψ * be an upper bound on the true value of ψ(G). Our approximation algorithm uses ψ * (G) to obtain an achromatic partition of an induced subgraph of G. The algorithm is guaranteed to produce a large number of colors in the partition when the value of ψ * equals ψ(G) so it suffices to simply run the algorithm for all possible values of ψ(G) and use the best solution from among all the runs.
To explain the key intuition behind the algorithm, it is convenient to use terms like small and large in an informal sense to qualify the relative sizes of various sets. We postpone more precise characterizations of these terms, but observe here that by small, we mean of size roughly O(n 4/5 ) or n δ for some 0 < δ ≤ 4/5, and by large, we mean of size roughly ω(n 4/5 ).
We may assume that G has no isolated vertices because such vertices have no effect on the achromatic number of G. Also, ψ(G) may be assumed to be large, for otherwise even the achromatic coloring induced by the initial bipartition (U, V ) will achieve a small ratio of approximation.
Next, consider the reducing congruence on G. Since G has no isolated vertices, its equivalence classes under the reducing congruence can be cleanly partitioned into those that are subsets of U (the U -equivalence classes) and those that are subsets of V (the V -equivalence classes). Let q U (respectively, q V ) be the number of U -equivalence (respectively, V -equivalence) classes under the reducing congruence on G, and let q = q U + q V be the total number of equivalence classes. If q were small, then Theorem 1 (via the algorithm of [KK01] ) would guarantee a good approximation ratio for ψ(G). Hence, we can assume that both q and ψ(G) are both large, i.e. have magnitude ω(n 4/5 )).
Since q is large, either q U or q V must be large. In any event, on average, an equivalence class under the reducing congruence has few vertices (roughly O(n 1/5 )). We call such classes the light equivalence classes. By the Markov inequality, there will only be a few heavy (i.e. not light) equivalence classes. The effect of those classes on our algorithm is negligible; for the sake of a simplified description, the maximum size of a heavy equivalence class is not pertinent.
The heart of the approximation algorithm is a subroutine, Ach-Bip, that takes as input a bipartite graph G[U 0 , V 0 ] and a guessed value ψ * of the achromatic number to iteratively compute a sequence of color classes A 1 , A 2 , . . . A k . These color classes form an achromatic partition of G[∪ 1≤i≤k A i ]. Broadly speaking, in iteration i, i ≥ 1, Ach-Bip works as follows:
• It starts with a subgraph
• If G i−1 has no light U i−1 -equivalence classes, then the subroutine call exits. Otherwise, a set, A i , of independent vertices in G i−1 is computed with the following properties: A i is relatively small in size, and covers a relatively large set U i ⊆ U i−1 \ A i . This ensures that color classes A i+1 , . . . that may be computed by future iterations are adjacent to A i .
• If the removal of A i and some related vertices from G i−1 would not reduce the (guessed) achromatic number significantly, then the next iteration is initiated on a subgraph
The subroutine, Ach-Bip, is first executed on the graph G(U, V ). If q U , the number of Uequivalence classes, is large then this subroutine call may produce a large enough collection of color classes. However, if the call exits because there are no light U i−1 -equivalence classes at the beginning of some iteration i (with i being a relatively small number), then we still have the possibility that q V , the number of V -equivalence classes, is large (as explained earlier, either q U or q V must be large in the beginning).
Hence, the algorithm makes a second call on Ach-Bip. In this call, the input to the subroutine is the graph G i−1 = G[V i−1 , U i−1 ] that remains after the first call. Note in particular that the roles of U i−1 and V i−1 interchanged, viz. that the left and right sides of the bipartition are now taken to be V i−1 and U i−1 respectively. This second call may find a large enough achromatic partition of a subgraph of G i−1 . It is however possible that the second application of Ach-Bip also halts within a small number of iterations -small enough that we cannot get a good guarantee on the ratio of the number of color classes found in either of the two calls with respect to the actual achromatic number.
In this case, the residual graph that remains after the second application halts, has a small number of equivalence classes in its reducing congruence but has an achromatic number that, by design, is at most ψ * /2 less than the original graph G. Provided that our guess, ψ * , is close to the optimal value, Theorem 1 ensures that a large achromatic partition of the residual graph can be found. This coloring can be extended in the usual greedy manner to obtain a large ratio of approximating the achromatic number of G. This completes the informal overview of the algorithm.
Formal description of the algorithm
The approximation algorithm, Approx-Bip, is described below. As mentioned earlier, we may think of the algorithm as being executed once for each possible value of the guessed achromatic number, ψ * . The best solution from all the runs is used. The overall runtime may be improved by a logarithmic factor by deploying binary search over the possible range of values of ψ * .
Input: G(U, V ), a bipartite graph; ψ * , a positive integer Output: An achromatic partition of G A 1 ← the achromatic partition returned by the call Ach-Bip(G(U, V ), ψ * ). Let Algorithm 1: Approx-Bip
We now provide a few notational abbreviations that simplify the formal description of procedure Ach-Bip and the subsequent analysis of the algorithm. A set is called heavy if it contains at least n 1/5 vertices. Otherwise, it is called light. In the bipartite graph G(U, V ), a vertex v ∈ V is said to be U -heavy if the reduced degree of v is at least n 1/5 . Definition 1 Starting with a subgraph G 0 of the graph G, let G 0 ⊃ G 1 . . . ⊃ G i be a sequence of induced subgraphs of G obtained by successively removing vertices (and their adjacent edges). Let ψ * be a positive integer. Then, for any i ≥ 1, the deletion of some set of vertices S i from G i is said to be ψ * -safe for G i if the total number of non-isolated vertices (including those in S i ) removed from the initial subgraph G 0 is at most ψ * /4. Definition 1 is critical to the description of the subroutine Ach-Bip that appears next. 
Procedure Ach-Bip
The approximation ratio
We now analyze the approximation ratio of Algorithm Approx-Bip. Our goal is to show that the approximation ratio is bounded by O(n 4/5 ). The analysis is conducted under the assumption that ψ(G) ≥ 8·n 4/5 . Otherwise, returning an arbitrary achromatic partition (say, the original bipartition of size 2), as done in line 3 of procedure Ach-Bip, trivially gives an O(n 4/5 ) ratio.
We start by observing that the execution of the for loop starting at line 5 in procedure Ach-Bip, could halt in one of three mutually exclusive ways during some iteration (k + 1) ≥ 1:
Stop Condition 1: At the beginning of the iteration,there are no light U k -equivalence classes in G k .
Stop Condition 2:
The star removal algorithm can be applied during the iteration.
Stop Condition 3: Just prior to the end of the iteration, it is found that the current deletion of (
Note that the induced subgraphs G i (i ≥ 1) form a monotone decreasing chain. If the star removal algorithm (stop condition 2) cannot be applied during any iteration, then eventually one of the other two conditions must hold since we keep removing vertices and edges during each iteration. This guarantees that procedure Ach-Bip will eventually halt. It remains to analyze the approximation ratio under each of the three stop conditions.
The schematic shown in Figure 1 depicts the various sets computed during iteration i ≥ 1 of procedure Ach-Bip. We say that iteration i ≥ 1 is successful if none of the stop conditions are triggered during the iteration, i.e. the procedure commences the next iteration with the surviving subgraph G i . Suppose that the first k iterations are successful and let (k + 1) ≥ 1 be the first unsuccessful iteration of the procedure.
Lemma 7 If procedure Ach-Bip halts during iteration (k + 1) under the stop condition 2 above, then the achromatic partition returned has size at least n 1/5 . As ψ(G) ≤ n, an O(n 4/5 )-ratio is derived.
Proof. During iteration (k + 1), consider the graph
on which the star removal procedure is applied on line 19 of the procedure. Let u be the vertex chosen during the iteration on line 9 of the procedure. By construction, we observe that
where S(u) and N (u) are with respect to the graph G k that survives at the end of iteration k. Now, C k+1 is the collection of large reduced-degree non-neighbors of u collected in the inner loop during the iteration. Hence, for any vertex w ∈ U ′ , it holds that S(w) = S(u). Using Lemma 6 and the fact that w does not belong to N G ′ (C k+1 ), we conclude that w must have at least one neighbor in V ′ and hence, that U ′ contains no isolated vertices in G ′ .
Furthermore, the inner loop condition (line 12) guarantees that every vertex in V ′ is adjacent to at most n 1/5 U ′ -equivalence classes in G ′ . When the star removal algorithm is applied, q ′ (the number of U ′ -equivalence classes) is at least n 3/5 . From the discussion preceding Lemma 4, it is easy to see that the star removal algorithm will produce a collection of at least n 3/5 n 1/5 = n 1/5 stars, and hence an achromatic partition of size at least n 1/5 can be returned as claimed.
Turning now to stop condition 3, we show that if the procedure halts during iteration (k + 1) because a ψ * -unsafe deletion is flagged, then k, the number of classes in the achromatic partition A computed thus far, must already be large enough. To this end, we establish a sequence of claims.
Claim 1 For all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the set A i is an independent set and is adjacent to A j for every j ∈ [i + 1, k]. In other words, A is an achromatic partition of the subgraph G[∪ 1≤i≤k A i ].
Proof. We first verify that at the end of a successful iteration i, the set of vertices A i is an independent set. By construction, A i = S G i−1 (u)) ∪ C i where u is the vertex chosen on line 9. The vertices in S G i−1 (u) are mutually non-adjacent by definition. Moreover, C i ⊆ V i−1 \ N G i−1 (u) and hence C i is an independent set that is not adjacent to S G i−1 (u). Thus, A i is independent as well. Now, by construction, the vertices retained in the set U i at the end of the iteration, are exactly those that are covered by some vertex in C i ⊂ A i . The set A j , for i < j ≤ k, contains at least one vertex in U j−1 ⊂ U i . Hence there is always an edge between A i and A j .
Claim 2 For all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the size of the set (A i ∪ D i ), just prior to executing the safety check on line 27, is bounded by 4n 4/5 .
Proof. By construction, A i = S G i−1 (u) ∪ C i prior to executing line 27. We know that S G i−1 (u) is a light equivalence class and hence, | S G i−1 (u) |< n 1/5 . A vertex v ∈ V i−1 is added to C i either during the inner loop (line 12) or later, if it happens to be adjacent to a heavy U ′ -equivalence class (line 23).
In the former case, just prior to v being added to C i , v must have been adjacent to at least n 1/5 pairwise non-equivalent vertices in U ′ . These vertices (along with their copies) are removed from U ′ after v is added to C i and before the next iteration of the inner loop commences. In other words, each vertex of U ′ eliminated in the inner loop corresponds to exactly one vertex in C i that causes its elimination. Since the initial size of U ′ is bounded by n, it follows that no more than n/n 1/5 = n 4/5 vertices could have been added to C i during the execution of the inner loop.
The number of vertices, added to C i because they are witness to being adjacent to some heavy U ′ -equivalence class (see line 23), is at most the number of heavy U ′ -equivalence classes. This latter quantity is bounded above by the total number of U ′ -equivalence classes. Since U ′ has less than n 3/5 classes (otherwise, the star removal algorithm would have been used), it follows that at most n 3/5 vertices are added to C i in line 23. Thus, prior to executing line 27, there are at most
U ′ has at most n 3/5 light equivalence classes when control reaches line 21. Since the vertices in D i just prior to executing the safety check are simply those belonging to such light U ′ -equivalence classes, the number of vertices in D i is at most n 1/5 ·n 3/5 = n 4/5 . Summing up, we see that (A i ∪D i ) contains at most 4n 4/5 vertices when it is tested for ψ * -safety on line 27. The telescoping sum of the above k inequalities, one per successful iteration, yields
as claimed.
Lemma 8 If procedure Ach-Bip halts during iteration (k + 1) under the stop condition 3 above, then the achromatic partition returned has size at least ⌊ψ * /16n 4/5 ⌋.
Proof. Since the first k iterations were successful, it follows that for each i ∈ [1, k], it is safe to delete (A i ∪ D i ∪ L i ). However, it is unsafe to delete (A k+1 ∪ D k+1 ∪ L k+1 ) and by Definition 1 and Claim 3, this can only happen if 4(k + 1)n 4/5 > ψ * /4.
Hence A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . A k }, which is an achromatic partition of the subgraph G[∪ 1≤i≤k A i ] by Claim 1, has size k ≥ ⌊ψ * /(16n 4/5 )⌋. Applying Lemma 1, we conclude that a complete achromatic coloring of G with at least ⌊ψ * /(16n 4/5 )⌋ colors can be computed.
We now address the stop condition 1 in procedure Ach-Bip. If the procedure halts on this stop condition in iteration (k + 1), then we have two possibilities. If k ≥ ⌊ψ * /(16n 4/5 )⌋, a sufficiently large partition has been found (obvious from the preceding discussion) and we are done. Otherwise, k < ⌊ψ * /(16n 4/5 )⌋ and we do not necessarily have a good guarantee of an approximation ratio.
However, note that G k , the graph at the beginning of iteration (k + 1), has no light U kequivalence classes which is what triggers the stop condition. Hence, U k has no more than n 4/5 equivalence classes (each heavy class has at least n 1/5 vertices and | U k |≤ n) that are all heavy.
Claim 4 Assume that both applications of procedure Ach-Bip on lines 1 and 2 of algorithm ApproxBip halt on stop condition 1 of procedure Ach-Bip. Let q 1 (respectively, q 2 ) be the number of U [1] -equivalence classes in G [1] (respectively, the number of U [2] -equivalence classes in G [2] ). Then, the for the maximum independent set problem [Has99] and the achromatic number problem and the maximum independent set problem are after all closely related.
